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Abstract—Two parties observing correlated data seek to ex-
change their data using interactive communication. How many
bits must they communicate? We propose a new interactive
protocol for data exchange which increases the communication
size in steps until the task is done. We also derive a lower bound
on the minimum number of bits that is based on relating the
data exchange problem to the secret key agreement problem.
Our single-shot analysis applies to all discrete random variables
and yields upper and lower bounds of a similar form. In fact, the
bounds are asymptotically tight and lead to a characterization
of the optimal rate of communication needed for data exchange
for a general source sequence such as a mixture of IID random
variables as well as the optimal second-order asymptotic term in
the length of communication needed for data exchange for IID
random variables, when the probability of error is fixed. This
gives a precise characterization of the asymptotic reduction in the
length of optimal communication due to interaction; in particular,
two-sided Slepian-Wolf compression is strictly suboptimal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random correlated data (X,Y ) is distributed between two
parties with the first observing X and the second Y . What
is the optimal communication protocol for the two parties
to exchange their data? We allow (randomized) interactive
communication protocols and a nonzero probability of error.
This basic problem was introduced by El Gamal and Orlitsky
in [23] where they presented bounds on the average number of
bits of communication needed by deterministic protocols for
data exchange without error1. When interaction is not allowed,
a simple solution is to apply Slepian-Wolf compression [29]
for each of the two one-sided data transfer problems. The
resulting protocol was shown to be of optimal rate, even
in comparison with interactive protocols, when the underly-
ing observations are independent and identically distributed
(IID) by Csisza´r and Narayan in [8]. They considered a
multiterminal version of this problem, namely the problem
of attaining omniscience, and established a lower bound on
the rate of communication to show that interaction does not
help in improving the asymptotic rate of communication if
the probability of error vanishes to 0. However, interaction
is known to be beneficial in one-sided data transfer (cf.
[24], [38], [39], [9]). Can interaction help to reduce the
communication needed for data exchange, and if so, what is
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1They also illustrated the advantage of using randomized protocols when
error is allowed
the minimum length of interactive communication needed for
data exchange?
We address the data exchange problem, illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, and provide answers to the questions raised above. We
provide a new approach for establishing converse bounds for
problems with interactive communication that relates efficient
communication to secret key agreement and uses the recently
established conditional independence testing bound for the
length of a secret key [35]. Furthermore, we propose an
interactive protocol for data exchange which matches the
performance of our lower bound in several asymptotic regimes.
As a consequence of the resulting single-shot bounds, we
obtain a characterization of the optimal rate of communication
needed for data exchange for a general sequence (Xn, Yn)
such as a mixture of IID random variables as well as the
optimal second-order asymptotic term in the length of com-
munication needed for data exchange for the IID random
variables (Xn, Y n), first instance of such a result in source
coding with interactive communication2. This in turn leads to
a precise characterization of the gain in asymptotic length of
communication due to interaction.
Related work: The role of interaction in multiparty data
compression has been long recognized. For the data exchange
problem, this was first studied in [23] where interaction was
used to facilitate data exchange by communicating optimally
few bits in a single-shot setup with zero error. In a different
direction, [9], [38], [39] showed that interaction enables a
universal variable-length coding for the Slepian-Wolf problem
(see, also, [10] for a related work on universal encoding). Fur-
thermore, it was shown in [38] that the redundancy in variable-
length Slepian-Wolf coding with known distribution can be
improved by interaction. In fact, the first part of our protocol is
essentially the same as the one in [38] (see, also, [4]) wherein
the length of the communication is increased in steps until the
second party can decode. In [38], the step size was chosen to
be O(√n) for the universal scheme and roughly O(n1/4) for
the known distribution case. We recast this protocol in an in-
formation spectrum framework (in the spirit of [16]) and allow
for a flexible choice of the step size. By choosing this step size
appropriately, we obtain exact asymptotic results in various
regimes. Specifically, the optimal choice of this step size ∆ is
given by the square root of the essential length of the spectrum
of PX|Y , i.e., ∆ =
√
λmax − λmin where λmax and λmin are
large probability upper and lower bounds, respectively, for the
random variable h(X|Y ) = − log PX|Y (X|Y ). The O(
√
n)
choice for the universal case of [38] follows as a special case
since for the universal setup with IID source h(Xn|Y n) can
vary over an interval of length O(n). Similarly, for a given
2 In a different context, recently [2] showed that the second-order asymp-
totic term in the size of good channel codes can be improved using feedback.
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Fig. 1: The data exchange problem.
IID source, h(Xn|Y n) can essentially vary over an interval
of length O(√n) for which the choice of ∆ = O(n1/4)
in [38] is appropriate by our general principle. While the
optimal choice of ∆ (upto the order) was identified in [38]
for special cases, the optimality of this choice was not shown
there. Our main contribution is a converse which shows that
our achieved length of communication is optimal in several
asymptotic regimes. As a by-product, we obtain a precise
characterization of gain due to interaction, one of the few such
instances available in the literature. Drawing on the techniques
introduced in this paper, the much more involved problem of
simulation of interactive protocols was addressed in [33], [34].
Organization: The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: We formally describe the data exchange problem
in Section II. Our results are summarized in Section III. Sec-
tion IV contains our single-shot achievability scheme, along
with the necessary prerequisites to describe it, and Section V
contains our single-shot converse bound. The strong converse
and second-order asymptotics for the communication length
and the optimal rate of communication for general sources are
obtained as a consequence of single-shot bounds in Section VI
and VII, respectively. The final section contains a discussion
of our results and extensions to the error exponent regime.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let the first and the second party, respectively, observe dis-
crete random variables X and Y taking values in finite sets X
and Y . The two parties wish to know each other’s observation
using interactive communication over a noiseless (error-free)
channel. The parties have access to local randomness (private
coins) UX and UY and shared randomness (public coins) U
such that the random variables UX , UY , U are finite-valued
and mutually independent and independent jointly of (X,Y ).
For simplicity, we resrict to tree-protocols (cf. [20]). A tree-
protocol pi consists of a binary tree, termed the protocol-tree,
with the vertices labeled by 1 or 2. The protocol starts at the
root and proceeds towards the leaves. When the protocol is
at vertex v with label iv ∈ {1, 2}, party iv communicates a
bit bv based on its local observations (X,UX , U) for iv = 1
or (Y,UY , U) for iv = 2. The protocol proceeds to the left-
or right-child of v, respectively, if bv is 0 or 1. The protocol
terminates when it reaches a leaf, at which point each party
produces an output based on its local observations and the
bits communicated during the protocol, namely the transcript
Π = pi(X,Y, UX , UY , U). Figure 2 shows an example of a
protocol tree.
The length of a protocol pi, denoted |pi|, is the maximum
accumulated number of bits transmitted in any realization of
the protocol, namely the depth of the protocol tree.
Definition 1. For 0 ≤ ε < 1, a protocol pi attains ε-
data exchange (ε-DE) if there exist functions Yˆ and Xˆ of
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Fig. 2: A two-party protocol tree.
(X,Π, UX , U) and (Y,Π, UX , U), respectively, such that
P(Xˆ = X, Yˆ = Y ) ≥ 1− ε. (1)
The minimum communication for ε-DE Lε(X,Y ) is the infi-
mum of lengths of protocols3 that attain ε-DE, i.e., Lε(X,Y )
is the minimum number of bits that must be communicated by
the two parties in order to exchange their observed data with
probability of error less than ε.
Protocols with 2 rounds of communication Π1 and Π2 which
are functions of only X and Y , respectively, are termed simple
protocols. We denote by Lsε(X,Y ) the minimum communica-
tion for ε-DE by a simple protocol.
III. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
To describe our results, denote by h(X) = − log PX (X)
and h(X|Y ) = − log PX|Y (X|Y ), respectively, the entropy
density of X and the conditional entropy density of X given
Y . Also, pivotal in our results is a quantity we call the sum
conditional entropy density of X and Y defined as
h(X4Y ) := h(X|Y ) + h(Y |X).
An interactive data exchange protocol. Our data exchange
protocol is based on an interactive version of the Slepian-Wolf
protocol where the length of the communication is increased
in steps until the second party decodes the data of the first.
Similar protocols have been proposed earlier for distributed
data compression in [10], [38], for protocol simulation in [4],
and for secret key agreement in [17], [16].
In order to send X to an observer of Y , a single-shot version
of the Slepian-Wolf protocol was proposed in [22] (see, also,
[13, Lemma 7.2.1]). Roughly speaking, this protocol simply
hashes X to as many bits as the right most point in the
spectrum4 of PX|Y . The main shortcoming of this protocol for
our purpose is that it sends the same number of bits for every
realization of (X,Y ). However, we would like to use as few
bits as possible for sending X to party 2 so that the remaining
bits can be used for sending Y to party 1. Note that once X
is recovered by party 2 correctly, it can send Y to Party 1
without error using, say, Shannon-Fano-Elias coding (eg. see
[5, Section 5]); the length of this second communication is
3By derandomizing (1), it is easy to see that local and shared randomness
does not help, and deterministic protocols attain Lε(X,Y ).
4Spectrum of a distribution PX refers, loosely, to the distribution of the
random variable − log PX (X).
3dh(Y |X)e bits. Our protocol accomplishes the first part above
using roughly h(X|Y ) bits of communication.
Specifically, in order to send X to Y we use a spectrum
slicing technique introduced in [13] (see, also, [17], [16]). We
divide the support [λmin, λmax] of spectrum of PX|Y into N
slices size ∆ each; see Figure 3 for an illustration.
 min  max
 
h(X | Y ) i
Bits used
by Protocol 1
Bits used
by Slepian-Wolf
Fig. 3: Spectrum slicing in Protocol 1.
The protocol begins with the left most slice and party 1
sends λmin + ∆ hash bits to party 2. If party 2 can find a
unique x that is compatible with the received hash bits and
h(x|Y ) is within the current slice of conditional information
spectrum, it sends back an ACK and the protocol stops. Else,
party 2 sends back a NACK and the protocol now moves to
the next round, in which Party 1 sends additional ∆ hash bits.
The parties keep on moving to the next slice until either party
2 sends an ACK or all slices are covered. We will show that
this protocol is reliable and uses no more than h(X|Y )+∆+
N bits of communication for each realization of (X,Y ). As
mentioned above, once party 2 gets X , it sends back Y using
h(Y |X)+1 bits, thereby resulting in an overall communication
of h(X4Y ) + ∆ +N + 1 bits. In our applications, we shall
choose N and ∆ to be of negligible order in comparison with
the tail bounds for h(X4Y ). Thus, we have the following
upper bound on Lε(X,Y ). (The statement here is rough; see
Theorem 2 below for a precise version.)
Result 1 (Rough statement of the single-shot upper bound).
For every 0 < ε < 1,
Lε(X,Y ) . inf{γ : P (h(X4Y ) > γ) ≤ ε}.
A converse bound. Our next result, which is perhaps the
main contribution of this paper, is a lower bound on Lε(X,Y ).
This bound is derived by connecting the data exchange prob-
lem to the two-party secret key agreement problem. For an
illustration of our approach in the case of IID random variables
Xn and Y n, note that the optimal rate of a secret key that can
be generated is given by I(X ∧ Y ), the mutual information
between X and Y [21], [1]. Also, using a privacy amplification
argument (cf. [3], [27]), it can be shown that a data exchange
protocol using nR bits can yield roughly n(H(XY )−R) bits
of secret key. Therefore, I(X∧Y ) exceeds H(XY )−R, which
further gives
R ≥ H(X|Y ) +H(Y |X).
This connection between secret key agreement and data ex-
change was noted first in [8] where it was used for designing
an optimal rate secret key agreement protocol. Our converse
proof is, in effect, a single-shot version of this argument.
Specifically, the “excess” randomness generated when the
parties observing X and Y share a communication Π can
be extracted as a secret key independent of Π using the
leftover hash lemma [19], [28]. Thus, denoting by Sε(X,Y )
the maximum length of secret key and by H the length of the
common randomness (cf. [1]) generated by the two parties
during the protocol, we get
H − Lε(X,Y ) ≤ Sε(X,Y ).
Next, we apply the recently established conditional inde-
pendence testing upper bound for Sε(X,Y ) [35], [36], which
follows by reducing a binary hypothesis testing problem to
secret key agreement. However, the resulting lower bound
on Lε(X,Y ) is good only when the spectrum of PXY is
concentrated. Heuristically, this slack in the lower bound arises
since we are lower bounding the worst-case communication
complexity of the protocol for data exchange – the resulting
lower bound need not apply for every (X,Y ) but only for
a few realizations of (X,Y ) with probability greater than ε.
To remedy this shortcoming, we once again take recourse to
spectrum slicing and show that there exists a slice of the
spectrum of PXY where the protocol requires sufficiently large
number of bits; Figure 4 illustrates this approach. The resulting
lower bound on Lε(X,Y ) is stated below roughly, and a
precise statement is given in Theorem 4.
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Fig. 4: Bounds on secret key length leading to the converse.
Here Lε abbreviates Lε(X,Y ) and Hε denotes the ε-tail of
h(X4Y ).
Result 2 (Rough statement of the single-shot lower bound).
For every 0 < ε < 1,
Lε(X,Y ) & inf{γ : P (h(X4Y ) > γ) ≤ ε}.
Note that the upper and the lower bounds for Lε(X,Y )
in the two results above appear to be of the same form
(upon ignoring a few error terms). In fact, the displayed term
dominates asymptotically and leads to tight bounds in several
asympotitic regimes. Thus, the imprecise forms above capture
the spirit of our bounds.
Asymptotic optimality. The single-shot bounds stated
above are asymptotically tight up to the first order term for any
sequence of random variables (Xn, Yn), and up to the second
order term for a sequence of IID random variables (Xn, Y n).
Specifically, consider a general source sequence (X,Y) =
{(Xn, Yn)}∞n=1. We are interested in characterizing the min-
imum asymptotic rate of communication for asymptotically
error-free data exchange, and seek its comparison with the
minimum rate possible using simple protocols.
4Definition 2. The minimum rate of communication for data
exchange R∗ is defined as
R∗(X,Y) = inf
εn
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Lεn(Xn, Yn),
where the infimum is over all εn → 0 as n → ∞. The
corresponding minimum rate for simple protocols is denoted
by R∗s .
Denote by H(X4Y), H(X|Y), and H(Y|X), respec-
tively, the lim sup in probability of random variables
h(Xn4Yn), h(Xn|Yn), and h(Yn|Xn). The quantity H(X|Y)
is standard in information spectrum method [14], [13] and
corresponds to the asymptotically minimum rate of communi-
cation needed to send Xn to an observer of Yn [22] (see, also,
[13, Lemma 7.2.1]). Thus, a simple communication protocol
of rate H(X|Y) + H(Y|X) can be used to accomplish data
exchange. In fact, a standard converse argument can be used
to show the optimality of this rate for simple communication.
Therefore, when we restrict ourselves to simple protocols, the
asymptotically minimum rate of communication needed is
R∗s(X,Y) = H(X|Y) +H(Y|X).
As an illustration, consider the case when (Xn, Yn) are gener-
ated by a mixture of two n-fold IID distributions P(1)XnY n and
P
(2)
XnY n . For this case, the right-side above equals (cf. [13])
max{H(X(1) | Y (1)), H(X(2) | Y (2))}
+ max{H(Y (1) | X(1)), H(Y (2) | X(2))}.
Can we improve this rate by using interactive communication?
Using our single-shot bounds for Lε(X,Y ), we answer this
question in the affirmative.
Result 3 (Min rate of communication for data exchange).
For a sequence of sources (X,Y) = {(Xn, Yn)}∞n=1,
R∗(X,Y) = H(X4Y).
For the mixture of IID example above,
H(X4Y) = max{H(X(1) | Y (1)) +H(Y (1) | X(1)),
H(X(2) | Y (2)) +H(Y (2) | X(2))},
and therefore, simple protocols are strictly suboptimal in
general. Note that while the standard information spectrum
techniques suffice to prove the converse when we restrict to
simple protocols, their extension to interactive protocols is
unclear and our single-shot converse above is needed.
Turning now to the case of IID random variables, i.e. when
Xn = X
n = (X1, ..., Xn) and Yn = Y n = (Y1, ..., Yn) are
n-IID repetitions of random variables (X,Y ). For brevity,
denote by R∗(X,Y ) the corresponding minimum rate of
communication for data exchange, and by H(X4Y ) and V ,
respectively, the mean and the variance of h(X4Y ). Earlier,
Csisza´r and Narayan [8] showed that R∗(X,Y ) = H(X4Y ).
We are interested in a finer asymptotic analysis than this first
order characterization.
In particular, we are interested in characterizing the asymp-
totic behavior of Lε(Xn, Y n) up to the second-order term, for
every fixed ε in (0,1). We need the following notation:
R∗ε(X,Y ) = lim
n→∞
1
n
Lε(X
n, Y n), 0 < ε < 1.
Note that R∗(X,Y ) = supε∈(0,1)R
∗
ε(X,Y ). Our next result
shows that R∗ε(X,Y ) does not depend on ε and constitutes a
strong converse for the result in [8].
Result 4 (Strong converse). For every 0 < ε < 1,
R∗ε(X,Y ) = H(X4Y ).
In fact, this result follows from a general result character-
izing the second-order asymptotic term5.
Result 5 (Second-order asymptotic behavior). For every
0 < ε < 1,
Lε (X
n, Y n) = nH(X4Y ) +
√
nV Q−1(ε) + o(
√
n),
where Q(a) is the tail probability of the standard Gaussian
distribution and V is the variance of the sum conditional
entropy density h(X4Y ).
While simple protocols are optimal for the first-order term
for IID observations, Example 1 in Section VII exhibits the
strict suboptimality of simple protocols for the second-order
term.
IV. A SINGLE-SHOT DATA EXCHANGE PROTOCOL
We present a single-shot scheme for two parties to exchange
random observations X and Y . As a preparation for our
protocol, we consider the restricted problem where only the
second party observing Y seeks to know the observation X
of the first party. This basic problem was introduced in the
seminal work of Slepian and Wolf [29] for the case where
the underlying data is IID where a scheme with optimal rate
was given. A single-shot version of the Slepian-Wolf scheme
was given in [22] (see, also, [13, Lemma 7.2.1]). which we
describe below.
Using the standard “random binning” and “typical set”
decoding argument, it follows that there exists an l-bit com-
munication Π1 = Π1(X) and a function Xˆ of (Π1, Y ) such
that
P
(
X 6= Xˆ
)
≤ P (h(X|Y ) > l − η) + 2−η. (2)
In essence, the result of [22] shows that we can send X to
Party 2 with a probability of error less than ε using roughly
as many bits as the ε-tail of h(X|Y ). However, the proposed
scheme uses the same number of bits for every realization
of (X,Y ). In contrast, we present an interactive scheme that
achieves the same goal and uses roughly h(X|Y ) bits when
the underlying observations are (X,Y )
While the bound in (2) can be used to establish the
asymptotic rate optimality of the Slepian-Wolf scheme even
for general sources, the number of bits communicated can be
reduced for specific realizations of X,Y . This improvement is
achieved using an interactive protocol with an ACK−NACK
5Following the pioneering work of Strassen [30], study of these second-
order terms in coding theorems has been revived recently by Hayashi [15],
[18] and Polyanskiy, Poor, and Verdu´ [26].
5feedback which halts as soon as the second party decodes
first’s observation; this protocol is described in the next
subsection. A similar scheme was introduced by Feder and
Shulman in [10], a variant of which was shown to be of least
average-case complexity for stationary sources by Yang and
He in [38], requiring H(X | Y ) bits on average. Another
variant of this scheme has been used recently in [16] to
generate secret keys of optimal asymptotic length upto the
second-order term.
A. Interactive Slepian-Wolf Compression Protocol
We begin with an interactive scheme for sending X to an
observer of Y , which hashes (bins) X into a few values as
in the scheme of [22], but unlike that scheme, increases the
hash-size gradually, starting with λ1 = λmin and increasing the
size ∆-bits at a time until either X is recovered or λmax bits
have been sent. After each transmission, Party 2 sends either
an ACK-NACK feedback signal; the protocol stops when an
ACK symbol is received.
As mentioned in the introduction, we rely on spectrum
slicing. Our protocol focuses on the “essential spectrum” of
h(X|Y ), i.e., those values of (X,Y ) for which h(X|Y ) ∈
(λmin, λmax). For λmin, λmax,∆ > 0 with λmax > λmin, let
N =
λmax − λmin
∆
, (3)
and
λi = λmin + (i− 1)∆, 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (4)
Further, let
T0 =
{
(x, y) : hPX|Y (x|y) ≥ λmax or hPX|Y (x|y) < λmin
}
,
(5)
and for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , let Ti denote the ith slice of the spectrum
given by
Ti =
{
(x, y) : λi ≤ hPX|Y (x|y) < λi + ∆
}
. (6)
Note that T0 corresponds to the complement of the “typical
set.” Finally, let Hl(X ) denote the set of all mappings h :
X → {0, 1}l.
Our protocol for transmitting X to an observer of Y is de-
scribed in Protocol 1. The lemma below bounds the probability
of error for Protocol 1 when (x, y) ∈ Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
Theorem 1 (Interactive Slepian-Wolf). Protocol 1 with l =
λmin +∆+η sends at most (h (X|Y )+∆+N+η) bits when
the observations are (X,Y ) /∈ T0 and has probability of error
less than
P
(
Xˆ 6= X
)
≤ PXY (T0) +N2−η.
Note that when T0 is chosen to be of small probability,
Protocol 1 sends essentially the same number of bits in the
worst-case as the Slepian-Wolf protocol.
B. Interactive protocol for data exchange
Returning to the data exchange problem, our protocol for
data exchange builds upon Protocol 1 and uses it to first
Protocol 1: Interactive Slepian-Wolf compression
Input: Observations X and Y , uniform public
randomness U , and parameters l,∆
Output: Estimate Xˆ of X at party 2
Both parties use U to select h1 uniformly from Hl(X )
Party 1 sends Π1 = h1(X)
if Party 2 finds a unique x ∈ T1 with hash value
h1(x) = Π1 then
set Xˆ = x
send back Π2 = ACK
else
send back Π2 = NACK
while 2 ≤ i ≤ N and party 2 did not send an ACK do
Both parties use U to select hi uniformly from
H∆(X ), independent of h1, ..., hi−1
Party 1 sends Π2i−1 = hi(X)
if Party 2 finds a unique x ∈ Ti with hash value
hj(x) = Π2j−1, ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ i then
set Xˆ = x
send back Π2i = ACK
else
if More than one such x found then
protocol declares an error
else
send back Π2i = NACK
Reset i→ i+ 1
if No Xˆ found at party 2 then
Protocol declares an error
transmit X to the second party (observing Y ). Once Party 2
has recovered X correctly, it sends Y to Party 1 without error
using, say, Shannon-Fano-Elias coding (eg. see [5, Section
5]); the length of this second communication is dh(Y |X)e
bits. When the accumulated number of bits communicated
in the protocol exceeds a prescribed length lmax, the parties
abort the protocol and declare an error.6 Using Theorem 1,
the probability of error of the combined protocol is bounded
above as follows.
Theorem 2 (Interactive data exchange protocol). Given
λmin, λmax,∆, η > 0 and for N in (3), there exists a protocol
for data exchange of length lmax such that
P
(
X 6= Xˆ or Y 6= Yˆ
)
≤ P (h(X4Y ) + ∆ +N + η + 1 > lmax)
+ PXY (T0) +N2−η.
Thus, we attain ε-DE using a protocol of length
lmax = λε + ∆ +N + η + 1,
where λε is the ε-tail of h(X4Y ). Note that using the
noninteractive Slepian-Wolf protocol on both sides will require
roughly as many bits of communication as the sum of ε-tails
of h(X|Y ) and h(Y |X), which, in general, is more than the
6Alternatively, we can use the (noninteractive) Slepian-Wolf coding by
setting the size of hash as lmax − (h(X|Y ) + ∆ +N + η).
6ε-tail of h(X|Y ) + h(Y |X).
C. Proof of Theorem 1
The theorem follows as a corollary of the following obser-
vation.
Lemma 3 (Performance of Protocol 1). For (x, y) ∈ Ti,
1 ≤ i ≤ N , denoting by Xˆ = Xˆ(x, y) the estimate of x at
Party 2 at the end of the protocol (with the convention that
Xˆ = ∅ if an error is declared), Protocol 1 sends at most
(l + (i− 1)∆ + i) bits and has probability of error bounded
above as follows:
P
(
Xˆ 6= x | X = x, Y = y
)
≤ i2λmin+∆−l.
Proof. Since (x, y) ∈ Ti, an error occurs if there exists a
xˆ 6= x such that (xˆ, y) ∈ Tj and Π2k−1 = h2k−1(xˆ) for
1 ≤ k ≤ j for some j ≤ i. Therefore, the probability of error
is bounded above as
P
(
Xˆ 6= x | X = x, Y = y
)
≤
i∑
j=1
∑
xˆ 6=x
P (h2k−1(x) = h2k−1(xˆ), ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ j)
× 1((xˆ, y) ∈ Tj)
≤
i∑
j=1
∑
xˆ 6=x
1
2l+(j−1)∆
1
(
(xˆ, y) ∈ Tj
)
=
i∑
j=1
∑
xˆ 6=x
1
2l+(j−1)∆
|{xˆ | (xˆ, y) ∈ Tj}|
≤ i2λmin−l+∆,
where we have used the fact that log |{xˆ | (xˆ, y) ∈ Tj}| ≤
λj + ∆. Note that the protocol sends l bits in the first trans-
mission, and ∆ bits and 1-bit feedback in every subsequent
transmission. Therefore, no more than (l+ (i− 1)∆ + i) bits
are sent.
V. CONVERSE BOUND
Our converse bound, while heuristically simple, is techni-
cally involved. We first state the formal statement and provide
the high level ideas underlying the proof; the formal proof will
be provided later.
Our converse proof, too, relies on spectrum slicing to
find the part of the spectrum of PXY where the protocol
communicates large number of bits. As in the achievability
part, we shall focus on the “essential spectrum” of h(XY ).
Given λmax, λmin, and ∆ > 0, let N be as in (3) and the
set T0 be as in (5), with hPX|Y (x|y) replaced by hPXY (xy)
in those definitions.
Theorem 4. For 0 ≤ ε < 1, 0 < η < 1 − ε, and parameters
∆, N as above, the following lower bound on Lε(X,Y ) holds
for every γ > 0:
Lε(X,Y ) ≥ γ + 3 log
(
Pγ − ε− PXY (T0)− 1
N
)
+
+ log(1− 2η)−∆− 6 logN − 4 log 1
η
− 1,
where Pγ := PXY (h(X4Y ) > γ).
Thus, a protocol attaining ε-DE must communicate roughly
as many bits as ε-tail of h(X4Y ).
The main idea is to relate data exchange to secret key
agreement, which is done in the following two steps:
1) Given a protocol pi for ε-DE of length l, use the leftover
hash lemma to extract an ε-secret key of length roughly
λmin − l.
2) The length of the secret key that has been generated
is bounded above by Sε(X,Y ), the maximum possible
length of an ε-secret key. Use the conditional indepen-
dence testing bound in [35], [36] to further upper bound
Sε(X,Y ), thereby obtaining a lower bound for l.
This approach leads to a loss of λmax − λmin, the length of
the spectrum of PXY . However, since we are lower bounding
the worse-case communication complexity, we can divide the
spectrum into small slices of length ∆, and show that there is a
slice where the communication is high enough by applying the
steps above to the conditional distribution given that (X,Y )
lie in a given slice. This reduces the loss from λmax − λmin
to ∆.
A. Review of two party secret key agreement
Consider two parties with the first and the second party,
respectively, observing the random variable X and Y . Using
an interactive protocol Π and their local observations, the
parties agree on a secret key. A random variable K constitutes
a secret key if the two parties form estimates that agree
with K with probability close to 1 and K is concealed, in
effect, from an eavesdropper with access to communication
Π. Formally, let Kx and Ky , respectively, be randomized
functions of (X,Π) and (Y,Π). Such random variables Kx
and Ky with common range K constitute an ε-secret key (ε-
SK) if the following condition is satisfied:
1
2
∥∥∥PKxKyΠ − P(2)unif × PΠ∥∥∥ ≤ ε,
where
P
(2)
unif (kx, ky) =
1(kx = ky)
|K| ,
and ‖·‖ is the variational distance. The condition above ensures
both reliable recovery, requiring P (Kx 6= Ky) to be small, and
information theoretic secrecy, requiring the distribution of Kx
(or Ky) to be almost independent of the communication Π and
to be almost uniform. See [35] for a discussion on connections
between the combined condition above and the usual separate
conditions for recovery and secrecy.
Definition 3. Given 0 ≤ ε < 1, the supremum over lengths
log |K| of an ε-SK is denoted by Sε(X,Y ).
A key tool for generating secret keys is the leftover hash
lemma [19], [28] which, given a random variable X and an l-
bit eavesdropper’s observation Z, allows us to extract roughly
Hmin(PX) − l bits of uniform bits, independent of Z. Here
Hmin denotes the min-entropy and is given by
Hmin (PX) = sup
x
log
1
PX (x)
.
7Formally, let F be a 2-universal family of mappings f : X →
K, i.e., for each x′ 6= x, the family F satisfies
1
|F|
∑
f∈F
1(f(x) = f(x′)) ≤ 1|K| .
Lemma 5 (Leftover Hash). Consider random variables X
and Z taking values in a countable set X and a finite set Z ,
respectively. Let S be a random seed such that fS is uniformly
distributed over a 2-universal family F . Then, for K = fS(X)
‖PKZS − PunifPZS‖ ≤
√
|K||Z|2−Hmin(PX),
where Punif is the uniform distribution on K.
The version above is a straightforward modification of the
leftover hash lemma in, for instance, [27] and can be derived
in a similar manner (see Appendix B of [16]).
Next, we recall the conditional independence testing upper
bound on Sε(X,Y ), which was established in [35], [36].
In fact, the general upper bound in [35], [36] is a single-
shot upper bound on the secret key length for a multiparty
secret key agreement problem with side information at the
eavesdropper. Below, we recall a specialization of the general
result for the two party case with no side information at the
eavesdropper. In order to state the result, we need the following
concept from binary hypothesis testing.
Consider a binary hypothesis testing problem with null
hypothesis P and alternative hypothesis Q, where P and Q are
distributions on the same alphabet V . Upon observing a value
v ∈ V , the observer needs to decide if the value was generated
by the distribution P or the distribution Q. To this end, the
observer applies a stochastic test T, which is a conditional
distribution on {0, 1} given an observation v ∈ V . When
v ∈ V is observed, the test T chooses the null hypothesis
with probability T(0|v) and the alternative hypothesis with
probability T (1|v) = 1 − T (0|v). For 0 ≤ ε < 1, denote by
βε(P,Q) the infimum of the probability of error of type II
given that the probability of error of type I is less than ε, i.e.,
βε(P,Q) := inf
T : P[T]≥1−ε
Q[T], (7)
where
P[T] =
∑
v
P(v)T(0|v),
Q[T] =
∑
v
Q(v)T(0|v).
The following upper bound for Sε(X,Y ) was established
in [35], [36].
Theorem 6 (Conditional independence testing bound).
Given 0 ≤ ε < 1, 0 < η < 1 − ε, the following bound
holds:
Sε (X,Y ) ≤ − log βε+η
(
PXY ,QXQY
)
+ 2 log(1/η),
for all distributions QX and QY on on X and Y , respectively.
We close by noting a further upper bound for βε(P,Q),
which is easy to derive (cf. [25]).
Lemma 7. For every 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 and λ,
− log βε(P,Q) ≤ λ− log
(
P
(
log
P (X)
Q (X)
< λ
)
− ε
)
+
,
where (x)+ = max{0, x}.
B. Converse bound for almost uniform distribution
First, we consider a converse bound under the almost
uniformity assumption. Suppose that there exist λmin and λmax
such that
λmin ≤ − log PXY (x, y) ≤ λmax,
∀(x, y) ∈ supp(PXY ), (8)
where supp(PXY ) denotes the support of PXY . We call such
a distribution PXY an almost uniform distribution with margin
∆ = (λmax − λmin).
Theorem 8. Let PXY be almost uniform with margin ∆.
Given 0 ≤ ε < 1, for every 0 < η < 1−ε, and all distributions
QX and QY , it holds that
Lε(X,Y )
≥ γ + log
(
P
(
− log PXY (X,Y )
2
QX (X) QY (Y )
≥ γ
)
− ε− 2η
)
+
−∆− 4 log 1
η
− 1.
Remark 1. If ∆ ≈ 0 (the almost uniform case), the bound
above yields Result 2 upon choosing QX = PX and QY =
PY .
Proof. Given a protocol pi of length l that attains ε-DE,
using Lemma 5 we can generate an (ε+ η)-SK that is almost
independent of Π and takes values in K with
log |K| ≥ λmin − l − 2 log(1/η)− 1.
Also, by Theorem 6
log |K| ≤ − log βε+2η(PXY ,QXQY ) + 2 log(1/η),
which along with the inequality above and Lemma 7 yields
l ≥ λmin + log
(
P
(
log
PXY (X,Y )
QX (X) QY (Y )
< λ
)
− ε− 2η
)
+
− λ− 4 log(1/η)− 1.
The claimed bound follows upon choosing λ = λmax− γ and
using assumption (8).
C. Converse bound for all distributions
The shortcoming of Theorem 8 is the ∆-loss, which is
negligible only if λmax ≈ λmin. To circumvent this loss, we
divide the spectrum of PXY into slices such that, conditioned
on any slice, the distribution is almost uniform with a small
margin ∆. To lower bound the worst-case communication
complexity of a given protocol, we identify a particular slice
where appropriately many bits are communicated; the required
slice is selected using Lemma 9 below.
8Given λmax, λmin, and ∆ > 0, let N be as in (3), T0
be as in (5), and λi and Ti, too, be as defined there, with
hPX|Y (x|y) replaced by hPXY (xy) in those definitions. Let
random variable J take the value j when {(X,Y ) ∈ Tj}. For
a protocol Π attaining ε-DE, denote
Ecorrect := {X = Xˆ, Y = Yˆ },
Eγ := {h(X4Y ) ≥ γ}, (9)
Ej := Ecorrect ∩ T c0 ∩ Eγ ∩ {J = j}, 1 ≤ j ≤ N,
Pγ := PXY (Eγ) .
Lemma 9. There exists an index 1 ≤ j ≤ N such that
PJ (j) > 1/N
2 and
PXY |J (Ej | j) ≥
(
Pγ − ε− PXY (T0)− 1
N
)
.
Proof. Let J1 be the set of indices 1 ≤ j ≤ N such that
PJ (j) > 1/N
2, and let J2 = {1, ..., N} \ J1. Note that
PJ (J2) ≤ 1/N . Therefore,
Pγ − ε− PXY (T0) ≤ P (Ecorrect ∩ T c0 ∩ Eγ)
≤
∑
j∈J1
PJ (j) PXY |J (Ej | j) + PJ (J2)
≤ max
j∈J1
PXY |J (Ej | j) + 1
N
.
Thus, the maximizing j ∈ J1 on the right satisfies the claimed
properties.
We now state our main converse bound.
Theorem 10 (Single-shot converse). For 0 ≤ ε < 1, 0 < η <
1 − ε, and parameters ∆, N as above, the following lower
bound on Lε(X,Y ) holds:
Lε(X,Y ) ≥ γ + 3 log
(
Pγ − ε− PXY (T0)− 1
N
)
+
+ log(1− 2η)−∆− 6 logN − 4 log 1
η
− 1.
Proof. Let j satisfy the properties stated in Lemma 9. The
basic idea is to apply Theorem 8 to PXY |Ej , where PXY |Ej
denotes the conditional distributions on X,Y given the event
Ej .
First, we have
PXY |Ej (x, y) ≥ PXY (x, y) . (10)
Furthermore, denoting α = Pγ − ε − PXY (T0) − 1/N and
noting PJ (j) > 1/N2, we have for all (x, y) ∈ Ej that
PXY |Ej (x, y) ≤
1
α
PXY |J=j (x, y) (11)
≤ N
2
α
PXY (x, y) , (12)
where PXY |J=j denotes the conditional distributions on X,Y
given {J = j}. Thus, (10) and (12) together imply, for all
(x, y) ∈ Ej ,
λj + logα− 2 logN ≤ − log PXY |Ej (x, y) ≤ λj + ∆,
i.e., PXY |Ej is almost uniform with margin ∆−logα+2 logN
(cf. (8)). Also, note that (12) implies
PXY |Ej
(
− log PXY |Ei(X,Y )
2
PX (X) PY (Y )
≥ γ + 2 logα− 4 logN
)
≥ PXY |Ej
(
− log PXY (X,Y )
2
PX (X) PY (Y )
≥ γ
)
= PXY |Ei (Eγ)
= 1,
where the final equality holds by the definition of Eγ in (9).
Moreover,
PXY |Ej
(
X = Xˆ, Y = Yˆ
)
= 1.
Thus, the proof is completed by applying Theorem 8 to
PXY |Ej with QX = PX and QY = PY , and ∆ − logα +
2 logN in place of ∆.
D. Converse bound for simple communication protocol
We close by noting a lower bound for the length of
communication when we restrict to simple communication.
For simplicity assume that the joint distribution PXY is
indecomposable, i.e., the maximum common function of X
and Y is a constant (see [12]) and the parties can’t agree
on even a single bit without communicating (cf. [37]). The
following bound holds by a standard converse argument using
the information spectral method (cf. [13, Lemma 7.2.2]).
Proposition 11. For 0 ≤ ε < 1, we have
Lsε(X,Y )
≥ inf
{
l1 + l2 : ∀δ > 0,
P
(
h(X|Y ) > l1 + δ or h(Y |X) > l2 + δ
)
≤ ε+ 2 · 2−δ
}
.
Proof: Since randomization (local or shared) does not
help in improving the length of communication (cf. [20, Chap-
ter 3]) we can restrict to deterministic protocols. Then, since
PXY is indecomposible, both parties have to predetermine the
lengths of messages they send; let l1 and l2, respectively, be
the length of message sent by the first and the second party.
For δ > 0, let
T1 :=
{
(x, y) : − log PX|Y (x|y) ≤ l1 + δ
}
,
T2 :=
{
(x, y) : − log PY |X (y|x) ≤ l2 + δ
}
,
and T := T1∩T2. Let A1 and A2 be the set of all (x, y) such
that party 2 and party 1 correctly recover x and y, respectively,
and let A := A1 ∩ A2. Then, for any simple communication
protocol that attains ε-DE, we have
PXY (T c) = PXY (T c ∩ Ac) + PXY (T c ∩ A)
≤ PXY (Ac) + PXY (T c1 ∩ A) + PXY (T c2 ∩ A)
≤ ε+ PXY (T c1 ∩ A1) + PXY (T c2 ∩ A2)
≤ ε+ 2 · 2−δ,
where the last inequality follows by a standard argument
9(cf. [13, Lemma 7.2.2]) as follows:
PXY (T c1 ∩ A1) ≤
∑
y
PY (y) PX|Y (T c1 ∩ A1|y)
≤
∑
y
PY (y) |{x : (x, y) ∈ A1}|2−l1−δ
≤
∑
y
PY (y) |{x : (x, y) ∈ A1}|2−l1−δ
≤
∑
y
PY (y) 2
−δ
= 2−δ,
and similarly for PXY (T c2 ∩ A2); the desired bound follows.
VI. GENERAL SOURCES
While the best rate of communication required for two
parties to exchange their data is known [8], and it can be
attained by simple (noninteractive) Slepian-Wolf compression
on both sides, the problem remains unexplored for general
sources. In fact, the answer is completely different in general
and simple Slepian-Wolf compression is suboptimal.
Formally, let (Xn, Yn) with joint distribution7 PXnYn be a
sequence of sources. We need the following concepts from the
information spectrum method; see [13] for a detailed account.
For random variables (X,Y) = {(Xn, Yn)}∞n=1, the the inf
entropy rate H(XY) and the sup entropy rate H(XY) are
defined as follows:
H(XY) = sup
{
α | lim
n→∞P
(
1
n
h(XnYn) < α
)
= 0
}
,
H(XY) = inf
{
α | lim
n→∞P
(
1
n
h(XnYn) > α
)
= 0
}
;
the sup-conditional entropy rate H(X|Y) is defined analo-
gously by replacing h(XnYn) with h(Xn|Yn). To state our re-
sult, we also need another quantity defined by a limit-superior
in probability, namely the sup sum conditional entropy rate,
given by
H(X4Y)
= inf
{
α | lim
n→∞P
(
1
n
h(Xn4Yn) > α
)
= 0
}
.
The result below characterizes R∗(X,Y) (see Definition 2).
Theorem 12. For a sequence of sources (X,Y) =
{(Xn, Yn)}∞n=1,
R∗(X,Y) = H(X4Y).
Proof. The claim follows from Theorems 2 and 10 on
choosing the spectrum slicing parameters λmin, λmax, and ∆
appropriately.
Specifically, using Theorem 2 with
λmin = n(H(X,Y)− δ),
λmax = n(H(X,Y) + δ),
7The distributions PXnYn need not satisfy the consistency conditions.
∆ =
√
λmax − λmin
= N
η = ∆,
lmax = n(H(X4Y) + δ) + 3∆ + 1
= n(H(X4Y) + δ) +O(√n),
where δ > 0 is arbitrary, we get a communication protocol of
rate H(X4Y)+δ+O(n−1/2) attaining εn-DE with εn → 0.
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, R∗(X,Y) ≤ H(X4Y).
For the other direction, given a sequence of protocols
attaining εn-DE with εn → 0. Let
λmin = n(H(X,Y)−∆),
λmax = n(H(X,Y) + ∆),
and so, N = O(n). Using Theorem 10 with
γ = n(H(X4Y)− δ)
for arbitrarily fixed δ > 0, we get for n sufficiently large that
Lεn(Xn, Yn) ≥ n(H(X4Y)− δ) + o(n).
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, the proof is complete.
VII. STRONG CONVERSE AND SECOND-ORDER
ASYMPTOTICS
We now turn to the case of IID observations (Xn, Y n) and
establish the second-order asymptotic term in Lε(Xn, Y n).
Theorem 13. For every 0 < ε < 1,
Lε (X
n, Y n) = nH(X4Y ) +
√
nV Q−1(ε) + o(
√
n).
Proof. As before, we only need to choose appropriate
parameters in Theorems 2 and 10. Let T denote the third
central moment of the random variable h(X4Y ).
For the achievability part, note that for IID random variables
(Xn, Y n) the spectrum of PXnY n has width O(
√
n). There-
fore, the parameters ∆ and N can be O(n1/4). Specifically, by
standard measure concentration bounds (for bounded random
variables), for every δ > 0 there exists a constant c such that
with λmax = nH(XY ) + c
√
n and λmin = nH(XY )− c
√
n,
P ((Xn, Y n) ∈ T0) ≤ δ.
For
λn = nH(X4Y ) +
√
nV Q−1
(
ε− 2δ − T
3
2V 3/2
√
n
)
,
choosing ∆ = N = η =
√
2cn1/4, and lmax = λn + 3∆ + 1
in Theorem 2, we get a protocol of length lmax satisfying
P
(
X 6= Xˆ, or Y 6= Yˆ
)
≤ P
(
n∑
i=1
h(Xi4Yi) > λn
)
+ 2δ,
for n sufficiently large. Thus, the Berry-Esse´en theorem
(cf. [11]) and the observation above gives a protocol of length
lmax attaining ε-DE. Therefore, using the Taylor approxima-
tion of Q(·) yields the achievability of the claimed protocol
length; we skip the details of this by-now-standard argument
(see, for instance, [26]).
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Similarly, the converse follows by Theorem 10 and the
Berry-Esse´en theorem upon choosing λmax, λmin, and N as in
the proof of converse part of Theorem 12 when λn is chosen
to be
λn = nH(X4Y ) +
√
nV Q−1
(
ε− 2 1
N
− T
3
2V 3/2
√
n
)
= nH(X4Y ) +
√
nV Q−1 (ε) +O(log n),
where the final equality is by the Taylor approximation of
Q(·).
In the previous section, we saw that interaction is necessary
to attain the optimal first order asymptotic term in Lε(Xn, Yn)
for a mixture of IID random variables. In fact, even for IID
random variables interaction is needed to attain the correct
second order asymptotic term in Lε(Xn, Y n), as shown by
the following example.
Example 1. Consider random variables X and Y with an
indecomposable joint distribution PXY such that the matrix
V = Cov([− log PX|Y (X|Y ) ,− log PY |X (Y |X)])
V is nonsingular. For IID random variables (Xn, Y n) with
common distribution PXY , using Proposition 11 and a mul-
tidimensional Berry-Esse´en theorem (cf. [31]), we get that
the second-order asymptotic term for the minimum length of
simple communication for ε-DE is given by8
Lsε(X
n, Y n) = nH(X4Y ) +√nDε + o(
√
n),
where
Dε := inf
{
r1 + r2 : P (Z1 ≤ r1, Z2 ≤ r2) ≥ 1− ε
}
,
for Gaussian vector Z = [Z1, Z2] with mean [0, 0] and
covariance matrix V. Since V is nonsingular,9 we have
√
V Q−1(ε) = inf
{
r : P
(
Z1 + Z2 ≤ r
)
≥ 1− ε
}
< Dε.
Therefore, Lε(Xn, Y n) has strictly smaller second order term
than Lsε(X
n, Y n), and interaction is necessary for attaining
the optimal second order term in Lε(Xn, Y n).
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have presented an interactive data exchange protocol and
a converse bound which shows that, in a single-shot setup, the
parties can exchange data using roughly h(X∆Y ) bits when
the parties observe X and Y . Our analysis is based on the
information spectrum approach. In particular, we extend this
approach to enable handling of interactive communication. A
key step is the spectrum slicing technique which allows us to
split a nonuniform distribution into almost uniform “spectrum
slices”. Another distinguishing feature of this work is our
converse technique which is based on extracting a secret key
from the exchanged data and using an upper bound for the
8The achievability part can be derived by a slight modification of the
arguments in [22],[13, Lemma 7.2.1].
9For instance, when X is uniform random variable on {0, 1} and Y is
connected to X via a binary symmetric channel, the covariance matrix V is
singular and interaction does not help.
rate of this secret key. In effect, this falls under the broader
umbrella of common randomness decomposition methodology
presented in [32] that studies a distributed computing problem
by dividing the resulting common randomness into different
independent components with operational significance. As a
consequence, we obtain both the optimal rate for data ex-
change for general sources as well as the precise second-order
asymptotic term for IID observations (which in turn implies a
strong converse). Interestingly, none of these optimal results
can be obtained by simple communication and interaction is
necessary, in general. Note that our proposed scheme uses
O(n1/4) rounds of interaction; it remains open if fewer rounds
of interaction will suffice.
Another asymptotic regime, which was not considered in
this paper, is the error exponent regime where we seek to char-
acterize the largest possible rate of exponential decay of error
probability with blocklength for IID observations. Specifically,
denoting by Perr (l|X,Y ) the least probability of error ε that
can be attained for data exchange by communicating less than
l bits, i.e.,
Perr (l|X,Y ) := inf{ε : Lε(X,Y ) ≤ l},
we seek to characterize the limit of
− 1
n
log Perr
(
2nR|Xn, Y n) .
The following result is obtained using a slight modification
of our single-shot protocol for data exchange where the slices
of the spectrum Ti in (6) are replaced with type classes and
the decoder is replaced by a special case of the α-decoder
introduced in [6]. For a fixed rate R ≥ 0, our modified protocol
enables data exchange, with large probability, for every (x,y)
with joint type PX Y such that (roughly)
R > H(X4Y ).
The converse part follows from the strong converse of Result 4,
together with a standard measure change argument (cf. [7]).
The formal proof is given in Appendix A.
Result 6 (Error Exponent Behaviour). For a given rate R >
H(X4Y ), define
Er(R) := min
QX Y
[
D(QX Y ‖PXY ) + |R−H(X4Y )|+
]
and
Esp(R) := inf
QX Y ∈Q(R)
D(QX Y ‖PXY ),
where |a|+ = max{a, 0} and
Q(R) := {QX Y : R < H(X4Y )} .
Then, it holds that
lim inf
n→∞ −
1
n
log Perr
(
2nR|Xn, Y n) ≥ Er(R)
and that
lim sup
n→∞
− 1
n
log Perr
(
2nR|Xn, Y n) ≤ Esp(R).
Er(R) and Esp(R), termed the random coding exponent
and the sphere-packing exponent, may not match in general.
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However, when R is sufficiently close to H(X4Y ), the two
bounds can be shown to coincide. In fact, in Appendix B we
exhibit an example where the optimal error exponent attained
by interactive protocols is strictly larger than that attained by
simple communication. Thus, in the error exponent regime,
too, interaction is strictly necessary.
APPENDIX
A. Achievability Proof of Result 6
In this appendix, we consider the error exponent and prove
Result 6. We use the method of types. The type of a sequence x
is denoted by Px. For a given type PX , the set of all sequences
of type PX is denoted by T nX . The set of all types on alphabetX is denoted by Pn(X ). We use similar notations for joint
types and conditional types. For a pair (x,y) with joint type
PX Y , we denote H(x4y) = H(X4Y ). We refer the reader
to [7] for basic results on the method of type.
Fix R > 0 as the rate of communication exchanged (by
both the parties), but without adding the rate contributed
by ACK-NACK messages exchanged. We consider r rounds
protocol, where r = dR∆e for a fixed ∆ > 0. Let Ri = i∆
for i = 1, . . . , r. Basic idea of the protocol is the same as
our single-shot protocol, i.e., we increment the hash size in
steps. However, when we consider the error exponent regime,
to reduce the contribution of “binning error” to the error
exponent, we need a more carefully designed protocol.
For a given joint type PX Y , the key modification we make
is to delay the start of communication by Party 2 (which started
once Ri > H(X|Y ) was satisfied). Heurisitcally, once Party 2
can decode x correctly, he can send y to Party 1 without error
by using roughly10 nH(Y |X) bits, where PX Y = Pxy. Thus,
the budget Party 1 can use is R−H(Y |X), which is larger than
H(X|Y ) when R > H(X4Y ). Therefore, allowing Party 1
to communicate more before Party 2 starts may reduce the
binning error probability.
Motivated by this reason, we assign the timing of decoding
to each joint type as follows:
φ(PX Y ) := min
{
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ r,Ri ≥ R−H(Y |X)−∆
}
= max
{
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ r,Ri < R−H(Y |X)
}
if R−H(Y |X)−∆ > 0, and φ(PX Y ) = 0 is R−H(Y |X)−
∆ ≤ 0.
For given hash functions h = (h1, . . . , hr) with hi : Xn →
{1, . . . , 2dn∆e}, let Nh(X Xˆ Y ) denote, for each joint type
PX Xˆ Y , the number of pairs (x,y) ∈ T nX Y such that for some
xˆ 6= x with Pxxˆy = PX Xˆ Y , the relations
hi(x) = hi(xˆ), i = 1, . . . , φ(PXˆ Y )
hold. The next result is a slight modification of a lemma in
[6, Section 3]; the proof is almost the same and is omitted.
Lemma 14. There exist hash functions h = (h1, . . . , hr) such
that for every joint type PX Xˆ Y such that φ(PXˆ Y ) 6= 0, the
10Since Party 2 has to send the joint type PX Y to Party 1, additional|X ||Y| log(n+ 1) bits are needed.
following bound holds:
Nh(X Xˆ Y )
|T n
X Y
| ≤ exp
{
−n(Rφ(PXˆ Y ) −H(Xˆ|X Y )− δn)
}
,
(13)
where
δn = |X |2|Y| log(n+ 1)
n
.
For the decoder, we use the minimum sum conditional
entropy decoder, which is a kind of α-decoder introduced in
[6].
Our protocol is described in Protocol 2.
Protocol 2: Type-based interactive data exchange protocol
Input: Observations Xn and Y n, parameter ∆, and rate
R
Output: Estimate Xˆn of Xn at Party 2 and Yˆ n of Y n at
Party 1
while 1 ≤ i ≤ N and Party 2 did not send an ACK do
Party 1 sends Π2i−1 = hi(Xn)
if for Y n = y, Party 2 finds a unique x such that
φ(Pxy) = i, hj(x) = Π2j−1, ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ i, and
H(x4y) ≤ H(xˆ4y) for every xˆ 6= x satisfying
hj(xˆ) = Π2j−1, ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ i then
set Xˆn = x
send back Π2i = ACK
else
if More than one such x found then
protocol declares an error
else
send back Π2i = NACK
Reset i→ i+ 1
if No Xˆn found at Party 2 then
Protocol declares an error
Party 2 send the joint type PX Y of (Xˆ
n, Y n) = (x,y),
and send the index of y among T n
Y |X(x).
The achievability part of Result 6 can be seen as follows. Fix
a joint type PX Y . If φ(PX Y ) = 0, then an error occurs when-
ever (x,y) ∈ T n
X Y
. We also note that R−H(Y |X)−∆ ≤ 0
implies |R −H(X4Y )−∆|+ = 0. Thus, the probability of
this kind of error is upper bounded by∑
P
X Y
∈Pn(X×Y)
φ(P
X Y
)=0
exp{−n[D(PX Y ‖PXY )
+ |R−H(X4Y )−∆|+]}. (14)
Next, consider the case when φ(PX Y ) ≥ 1. For given con-
ditional type PXˆ|X Y , a sequence xˆ with (x, xˆ,y) ∈ T nX Xˆ Y
causes an error when
1) φ(PXˆ Y ) ≤ φ(PX Y ),
2)
hi(xˆ) = hi(x), i = 1, . . . , φ(PXˆ Y )
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3)
H(Xˆ4Y ) ≤ H(X4Y ).
Also note that φ(PX Y ) = i implies
H(Y |X) < R−Ri,
i.e., once x is recovered correctly, y can be sent without an
error. Thus, the error probability of this kind is upper bounded
by ∑
P
X Y
∈Pn(X×Y)
φ(P
X Y
)≥1
exp{−nD(PX Y ‖PXY )}
∑
P
Xˆ|X Y
H(Xˆ4Y )≤H(X4Y )
Nh(X Xˆ Y )
|T n
X Y
|
≤
∑
P
X Y
∈Pn(X×Y)
φ(P
X Y
)≥1
exp{−nD(PX Y ‖PXY )}
∑
P
Xˆ|X Y
H(Xˆ4Y )≤H(X4Y )
exp{−n|Rφ(PXˆY ) −H(Xˆ|X Y )− δn|+}
≤
∑
P
X Y
∈Pn(X×Y)
φ(P
X Y
)≥1
exp{−nD(PX Y ‖PXY )}
∑
P
Xˆ|X Y
H(Xˆ4Y )≤H(X4Y )
exp{−n|R−H(Y |Xˆ)−H(Xˆ|X Y )−∆− δn|+}
≤
∑
P
X Y
∈Pn(X×Y)
φ(P
X Y
)≥1
exp{−nD(PX Y ‖PXY )}
∑
P
Xˆ|X Y
H(Xˆ4Y )≤H(X4Y )
exp{−n|R−H(Y |Xˆ)−H(Xˆ|Y )−∆− δn|+}
=
∑
P
X Y
∈Pn(X×Y)
φ(P
X Y
)≥1
exp{−nD(PX Y ‖PXY )}
∑
P
Xˆ|X Y
H(Xˆ4Y )≤H(X4Y )
exp{−n|R−H(Xˆ4Y )−∆− δn|+}
≤
∑
P
X Y
∈Pn(X×Y)
φ(P
X Y
)≥1
exp{−nD(PX Y ‖PXY )}
∑
P
Xˆ|X Y
H(Xˆ4Y )≤H(X4Y )
exp{−n|R−H(X4Y )−∆− δn|+}
≤
∑
P
X Y
∈Pn(X×Y)
φ(P
X Y
)≥1
exp{−nD(PX Y ‖PXY )}(n+ 1)|X |
2|Y|
exp{−n|R−H(X4Y )−∆− δn|+}.
Thus, by combining this with (14), the total error probability
is upper bounded by
(n+ 1)|X |
2|Y|+|X ||Y| exp{−n min
PX Y
[D(PX Y ‖PXY )
+ |R−H(X4Y )−∆− δn|+]}.
Since ∆ can be taken arbitrarily small, and the number of
bits needed to send ACK-NACK is at most r.11 Consequently,
Protocol 2 attains the exponent given in Result 6.
11Our type-based protocol uses only constant number of rounds of interac-
tion (independent of n).
B. An Example Such That Interaction Improves Error Expo-
nent
Consider the following source: X and Y are both binary,
and PXY is given by
PXY (0, 0) = PXY (1, 0) = PXY (1, 1) =
1
3
,
that is, X and Y are connected by a Z-channel. To evalu-
ate Esp(R), without loss of generality, we can assume that
QX Y (0, 1) = 0 (since otherwise D(QX Y ‖PXY ) = ∞). Let
us consider the following parametrization:
QX Y (0, 0) = u, QX Y (1, 0) = 1− u− v, QX Y (1, 1) = v,
where 0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1. Then, we have
D(QX Y ‖PXY ) = log 3−H({u, 1− u− v, v}) (15)
and
H(X|Y ) +H(Y |X)
= κ(u, v)
:= (1− v)h
(
u
1− v
)
+ (1− u)h
(
v
1− u
)
.
When the rate R is sufficiently close to H(X4Y ) =
κ(1/3, 1/3) = 4/3, the set Q(R) is not empty.12 Since (15)
and κ(u, v) are both symmetric with respect to u and v and
(15) and Q(R) are convex function and convex set, respec-
tively, the optimal solution (u∗, v∗) in the infimum of Esp(R)
satisfies u∗ = v∗. Furthermore, since R > κ(1/3, 1/3), we
also have u∗ = v∗ 6= 1/3.
Note that for R sufficiently close to H(X4Y ), Esp(R)
can be shown to equal Er(R). Thus, to show that a simple
communication is strictly suboptimal for error exponent, it
suffices to show that Esp(R) > Essp(R), where the latter
quantity Essp(R) corresponds to the sphere packing bound for
error exponent using simple communication and is given by
Essp(R) := max
(R1,R2):
R1+R2≤R
inf
QX Y ∈Qs(R1,R2)
D(QX Y ‖PXY )
and
Qs(R1, R2) :=
{
QX Y : R1 < H(X|Y ) or R2 < H(Y |X)
}
.
Since the source is symmetric with respect to X and Y , for
evaluating Essp(R) we can assume without loss of generality
that R1 ≥ R2. Let u† := u∗ and v† := 1−u†2 so that v
†
1−u† =
1
2 .
Let Q†
X Y
be the distribution that corresponds to (u†, v†). Note
that Q†
X Y
satisfies
H(Y |X) = (1− u†)h
(
v†
1− u†
)
> (1− u∗)h
(
v∗
1− u∗
)
≥ R
2
12In fact, we can check that κ(z,z)
dz
∣∣∣
z=1/3
= −1, and thus the function
κ(z, z) takes its maximum away from (1/3, 1/3).
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≥ R2,
and so, Q†
X Y
∈ Qs(R1, R2). For this choice of Q†X Y , we
have
D(Q∗
X Y
‖PXY ) = log 3−H({u∗, 1− u∗ − v∗, v∗})
= log 3− h(1− u∗)− (1− u∗)h
(
v∗
1− u∗
)
> log 3− h(1− u†)− (1− u†)h
(
v†
1− u†
)
= D(Q†
X Y
‖PXY ),
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